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Abst ract  
The subject of this paper is polynomial collocation for approximately solving Toeplitz integral equations on the Bergman 
space of the complex unit disk. It turns out that the convergence of such methods depends on the choice of the system 
of collocation points. We establish a result for the case where the collocation points are evenly distributed on massive 
subsets of the unit disk. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is devoted to the study of polynomial collocation for the solution of the equation 
T(a) f  = g, (1) 
where f is a sought and g a given function in the Bergman space of the unit disk, //2, and T(a) 
denotes the Toeplitz operator with symbol a. In [5] we observed that the method of polynomial 
collocation at suitably chosen points for Eq. (1) can be interpreted as a so-called asymptotic finite 
section method and we further showed there that the latter method is applicable to (1) if and only 
if the finite section method is applicable. 
An extensive theory of approximation methods for the approximate solution of (1) is available 
on the Hardy space (see [3, 7]). Moreover, for Hardy space Toeplitz operators we have at least 
the theoretical possibility of inverting T(a) by Wiener-Hopf factorization of the symbol a. Since 
there is no inversion technique at our disposal on the Bergman space we believe that at present he 
application of approximation methods to (1) is the only way to solve it. 
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We here prove a result on the convergence of polynomial collocation for invertible Toeplitz 
operators with a piecewise continuous ymbol for the situation where the collocation points are 
evenly distributed over massive subsets of the unit disk. 
2. The Toeplitz integral equation 
The Bergman space A 2 consists of all analytic functions f in D satisfying 
:= £1f (z ) l  z < (2) Ilfll 2 
where D := {z E C: [zl < 1} is the unit disk and dA(z) = dxdy/n denotes normalized area measure 
(see [2, 9]). When f has Taylor expansion 
oc  
f(z) = ~ f~z" (3) 
n=0 
then (2) is equivalent to 
Ilfll 2 := [fnlZ/(n q- 1) < ~.  (4) 
n=0 
The space A 2 is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(f,9) := £f(z)9(z)dA(z). (5) 
2 Notice that the collection of all Taylor series (3) for which even ~.=01f.[ < c~ forms a closed 
subspace in A 2 and is referred to as the Hardy space H 2. An orthonormal basis in A 2 is constituted 
by the functions 
en(Z) :=  ~ q- l z n. (6) 
The orthogonal projection P from L2(D, dA) onto A 2 is representable in the form of an integral 
operator: 
(Pf)(z) = fDf(W)k(z,w)dA(w) (z E D), (7) 
with the Bergman kernel k(z,w) := (1 - z~)  -2 corresponding to A 2. The Toeplitz operator T(a) 
generated by a function a E L~(D) is defined by 
T(a)f = P(af), f E A 2. 
The function a is usually called the symbol of T(a). Due to (7) we may write 
(T(a)f)(z) = fDa(W)k(z,w)f(w)dA(w) (z E D). (8) 
The representation (8) tells us that (1) is in fact the integral equation 
a(w)k(z,w)f(w)dA(w) = 9(z) (z E D). (9) 
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3. Asymptotic finite section methods 
Let Pn stand for the orthogonal projection Pn : A2 ---+ {e0 .... ,en-l} (recall (6)) and let Q~ and 
Rn be two projections (n = 1,2,...) on A 2 such that the images ImQn and ImRn are n-dimensional 
subspaces of A 2 for all n and such that Q~ --+ I and R, --+ I (I the identity operator) strongly as 
n ---+ oo. We replace (1) by the approximating equations 
QnT(a)Rnf  = Qno (n = 1,2,...), (10) 
where we look for f in ImR~. The method (Qn,Rn) is said to be converging for T(a)  in A 2 if 
the Eqs. (10) have a unique solution ft,) for all n>>.no and all 0 E A 2 and if f(n) goes in A 2 to a 
solution of ( 1 ). 
We call (Qn,R,) an asymptotic finite section method if II0n -Phi l  0 and IlRn -Phil --+ 0 as 
n --+ oo. The method (Pn,Pn), which clearly is an asymptotic finite section method, is referred to as 
the finite section method. 
Theorem 1 (B6ttcher and Wolf [4, 5]). An asymptotic finite section method is applicable to every 
invertible Toeplitz operator with a piecewise continuous ymbol. 
4. Polynomial collocation over massive sets 
We seek an approximate solution of Eq. (1) in the form of a polynomial pn(z) = Xo +x lz  +. . .  + 
xn_~z n-l of degree at most n - 1 with n unknown coefficients x0,... ,xn-1. Consider the triangular 
collocation scheme of points in D 
Zoo 
z01, Zlt (11) 
Z02, Z12, Z22 
abbreviate z j, to zj and determine the n numbers xj from the n equations 
(T(a)pn)(z j )  = O(zj) ( j  = O,. . . ,n - 1; zj E O). (12) 
n--I According to (8), these equations are equivalent o the linear algebraic system ~k=oajkxk = yj, 
where ajk := foa(w)k(z j ,  w)w k dA(w)  and yj := O(zj). 
Let us explain the polynomial collocation method on massive sets. Fix 6 > 0 and consider for 
n = 1,2,... the mesh 
Ma~ = {k6/n.  exp(2rtij/n): k = 0, 1,2,...; j = 0, 1 .... ,n - 1}. 
Given a massive subset K of D, put K~ a := K N M~ a. By the word "massive" we here mean that K 
is compact and coincides with the closure of its interior. Then take the arbitrarily numbered points 
zl,z2,. . . ,ZN (13) 
of K~ a as the collocation points in the Nth row of (1 1 ) and skip those rows whose length is not the 
cardinality of K~ for some n. 
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Let m = m(n) be the natural number for which m6/n <<.ro < (m + 1 )6/n holds, where r0 := max{Ix[ • 
x E K}. Put 
p := lim m/n = ro/6. (14) 
n---'* O(3 
Let LN denote the Lagrange interpolation projection associated with the points (13). We say that K 
owns the mean value property if for all functions u which are harmonic in an open neighborhood 
of K the equation 
u(O) = (1/#o) fxu(z) d#(z) 
holds, where dp(z) := dA(z)/[z[ and #0 := fKdP is the measure of K with respect o d#. For 
example, K = rD has this property for all r > 0. 
We denote the logarithmic potential of K at z with respect o dp by 
U(z) := fK log [Z -- W[ dp(w) (z E C). (15) 
Theorem 2. Suppose that 
6 > ro" log 2/min{log(1/z),2 log(I/x)}, (16) 
where z := ½(1 + ro), K := ro/z < 1 and K is a simply connected massive subset of D containing 
the origin. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) polynomial collocation with the collocation points (13) is applicable to every invertible 
Toeplitz operator with a piecewise continuous ymbol; 
(ii) LN converges trongly to the identity operator I on A2; 
(iii) the logarithmic potential U coincides outside K with that of a point mass located at the 
origin; 
(iv) K owns the mean value property; 
(v) K is the disk roD. 
Proof. Obviously, (ii) follows from (i), since the symbol a -= 1 (identically on D) clearly is 
piecewise continuous. 
• N To prove the next implication, (ii) =~ (iii), put a (z ) := hmn--.o~(Hj=l {z-zj l  )l/N, where the points 
zj are from (13)• Taking the logarithm on either side of this definition of a we obtain 
N 
log o-(z) = l i rn 1/(NArAtp)~_, log Iz - zj[. IzjlArAcp/lzjl, 
j= l  
where Ar := 6/n and Atp := 2~/n. From (13) and (15) we derive the formula 
log a(z) = (1//~0)f K log I z - w I d/~(w). (17) 
We assert that o- must be constant on T := c~D, the boundary of D. Assume the converse, i.e., 
assume there are two numbers a,b E T for which o'(a) > o-(b). Since o- is continuous there exist 
an ~ E D and a fl C C \ D such that a(a) > a(fl). The function f ( z )  = 1/(z - fl) lies in A 2 and 
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we have (LNf)(~) - f(~t) = to(ot)/(to(fl)(fl - a)) ~ 0 as n ~ c¢ with to(z) := 1-I~=l(z - zj). Thus 
[to(~)/to(fl)l ~ 0 as n --* c¢. But this contradicts the fact that the limit lim,__.~ [to(a)/~o(fl)l I/N = 
a(~)/a(fl) is greater than one. This shows that a = a0 on T. 
Furthermore, the function 
v(z )  = fx log(lz - wl / l z l )dp(w)  - ao 
is harmonic outside K. It vanishes on T and the limit limz--,o~ v(z) = -ao exists. From the unique 
solvability of Dirichlet's problem in an exterior domain we deduce that v(z) - 0 for [z[ >t 1 and 
therefore v(c~) = -a0 = 0. We arrive at the equation 
U(z) = P0" log Iz] (18) 
for z outside K by using harmonic continuation from [z I >/1 to all of C \ K. This completes the 
proof of the implication (ii) =~ (iii). 
Let us now show that (iii) implies (iv). Denote by v : C ~ • a real valued smooth function with 
compact support. Then 
v(z) = (1/2rt) fc(AV)(w)log [z - w[ dA(w) (19) 
(see, e.g. [8, p. 13, Theorem 3.3]). Let u be an arbitrarily given function which is harmonic in some 
neighborhood of K. We extend u smoothly to all of C so that this extension is compactly supported. 
We have 
fKu(z)d#(z)= fK(1/2rO fc (Au) (w) log lz -  wldA(w)dlt(z) 
= (1/2rOfc(Au)(w)f  r log [z -w[  dkt(z) dA(w) 
= log Iwl dA(w) = u(0) 
by using consecutively (19), (18), (19), which proves the implication (iii) ~ (iv). Let us verify 
the implication (iv) =~ (v). Select a point x0 E K for which Ix0[ = min{]x[, x E OK}, OK being 
the boundary of K. Choose a sequence {xk}~l C D \K ,  xk # x0 with limk_~ xk = x0 (see [1]). All 
functions 
~9k(z) = 1 +(Izl  2 -Ix,12)/I z -x , I  2 (k  = 1,2 .... ) 
are harmonic in a neighborhood of K and thus fx~k(z)dla(Z) =/~0 • ~gk(0) = 0. These functions go 
pointwise to ~0(z) = 1 + (Izl = - Ixo12)/I z - x012 on K \ {x0} and form an evenly integrable family 
(see [1]). Therefore fK~ dp = lim,_-,oo fr~k d# = 0. Put B := IxolD. Then 
0= L~bo d# + fx ~bod# = fr 1+ (Iz, =- Ixol2)/lz-xol ~ dp(z). 
\s \s 
This gives K = B, since K is massive. The proof of (iv) ~ (v) is complete. 
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Finally, let us show (v) =,- (i). We verify that (LN ,PN)  is an asymptotic finite section method, 
which by Theorem 1 leads us to (i). By the definition of co we derive that 
co(Z) : Z nm --  S1Zn(m-l)  -~- $2 Zn(m-2) q- . . .  -~- ( -1 )mSm 
with the symmetric polynomials 
n n n Sl = r I + r 2 + .. • + r m 
s2 = £,>j4r  
and 
realize that the equation 
m 
LNZ k"+t = ~--~ajkz "¢'~-j)+t (t = 0 .... ,n -- 1; k>~m) 
j=l 
is valid with certain coefficients ajk which fulfil the recurrence relations 
al,k+l = ( - -1 )2&a lk  + a2, 
a2,k+l = (-- 1)3S2alk q- a3k 
am, k+l = ( -1 )m+lS ,  nalk 
together with the boundary conditions 
(20) 
am ~ n n n r 1 r2 • . . .  • r m 
rj = ja /n  (j = 1,...,m). Using the circumstance that LN interpolates at the points (13) we 
(21) 
(22) 
aim : ( -1 ) J+ Is j  ( J  = 1, . . . ,m) .  (23) 
Substituting the points of interpolation z = r l , r2 , . . . , rm for t = 0 into (21) we arrive at the linear 
algebraic system r] k = ~=ir~(m- J )a jk  (k>~m) ( j  = 1 .... ,m) for the ajk's. Computation of a~k then 
yields 
- .k 1 . r~ ¢m-2) r~ Cm-t) 1 . . .  r [  TM 2) rl .. 
alk  = : : : -~- : : : 
1. . .  r~, (m-2) r,~ k 1 . . .  r : (m-2)  rnm (m-l) 
which turns out to be equal to the divided difference 
[r~, r~, . . . ,  r~,]f(x)=x~ = f (m- l ) ({ ) / (m - 1 )!, 
where { < r~m (see [6, 2.6.23 and 3.4.2]). We so obtain the estimate 
la,kl ~C~- , r~,  ¢k-m+'), (24) 
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where we put C~ := (~). Now we need these same inequalities for the remaining ajk's for j = 
2,. . . ,m. Recall that "c = ½(1 +r0)  and r0 = xz. Notice, that rm<~ro < z < 1 and x < 1. To begin 
with we prove the following inequalities 
J 
[am-j,k 14  l~n(m-J)'cn(k-J)ck--ll Z Cm (25) 
s=0 
by induction on j, starting with j = 0 and finishing at j = m - 2. 
By (20),(22) and (24) the case j = 0 follows, so let us pass from j to j + 1: 
lam-j-l,k+l < Sm-j-lla ,l + lam-j,k] 
J 
CT+lFO(m-j-1)Ckm_lFO (k-re+l) + K,n(m-j)~n(k-J)ck-l lZCsm 
s=0 
J 
C?+l K.n(rn-j-l)Ck_l Tn(k-J) -. I- K nK'n(m-j-l),,cn(k-J)Ckm-llZCY 
s=O 
j+ l  
~.n(m --j -- 1 ).rn(k+ 1- j -  1 ) I'k+ 1 - 1 ~ i,m 
. . . .  m- l Z..a"s , 
s=O 
where we employed (20), (22) and (24). We still must regard the case k = m: 
tarn-j-l,ml ~ Kn(m-j -1)zn(m-j - l ) fm-~ cjm+l 
(recall (23)) and (25) is proved by induction• Slightly enlarging the right-hand side of (25) we 
derive the estimate la,,_j, k l ~< 2mx"~m-J)z"~k-J)Ck--~ ( j  = 0,.. . ,  m--2; k >i m). For large n, the inequality 
2"to 2" < 1 holds by (14), (16)• Thus 
am-j,k<<.C*m_lZ"(k-'i) ( j  = 1,.••,m - 1)• (26) 
In the final stage of our proof we look at the matrix representation f LN: 
r I 0 . . .  0 Ao, m Ao, m+~ ... 
0 I ... 0 Al,,, Al ,m+l  . . .  
: • . .  • . 
= 
0 0 ... I Am-l,m Am- l ,m+l  . . .  
00. . .0  0 0 ... 
with I the n × n identity matrix and 
, AJ 'k=am- J 'k 'd iag~v ~ '  +2'""  Vjn+n]"  
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Paying attention to the fact that the ordinary operator norm is less or equal to the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm we obtain by means of  a straightforward calculation the inequality 
m 
IILN - PNII 2 ~<(n + 1)2Zk  • ~a]  2. 
k=m j= l  
Due to (26) the finite sum is ~<(Cmk_l)2Z n~k-"+l). (1 -  32n")/(1-  32n) and consequently, for the 
squared norm the following estimate holds: 
IILN --PNII 2 ~< (n+ 1) 2 1 -32"'n m 2 ~-~-,(k+2m)! 32nk .T2n 
1 -- "C 2n (mr) 2 k=0 kt 
= (n + 1) 2 1 - z2n_______~ ~ m____~_ z (2m)! . 32" 
1--32" (m]) 2 ( l - z2" )  2m+l 
(to obtain the formula for the infinite series just differentiate ~0xk=l / (1 -x )  2m-times). 
Bernoulli's inequality (1 +x)  a i> 1 +fix is valid whenever x # -1  and fl > 1, thus (1 - z2n) 2"+2 ~> 1 - 
(2m + 2)z 2n > ½ for sufficiently large n. Now, Stirling's formula gives 
IILN -- PNII 2 ~<o(n 4) (Z2P) 2n --~ 0 
as n ~ ~ since 32 ° < 1 (recall (14), (16)). [] 
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